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February 9, 2022 â€” If you're not sure what audio your clips use, select the clip in the " Project" and read the information about it in the preview area. . Delete . â€¢ To remove a
clip or all clips from a project, select it in the preview area. â€¢ To remove multiple clips from the project, hold down the CTRL key and, without releasing it, click on the clip, then

release the key. . Delete (continue) . â€¢ To remove a clip from the project, select it in the preview area and click . To remove multiple clips from a project, hold down the CTRL key
and, without releasing it, click on the clip, then release the key. .
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Premiere Pro allows you to
edit any video, whether it's
a professional camera or
from your phone - up to

8K. And work the way you
want with your own .

mov.Now imagine how
much time and money it
takes to shoot, edit and
shoot all the necessary

effects from each camera?
But now you can create
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any clip from all the
footage - without any

quality loss and without
loss of tempo. We have

already written about how
to edit video using Final

Cut and Premiere Pro, now
it's time to talk about a

simple and, perhaps, the
most important tool in this

program - Effect Editor.
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